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ABSTRACT

This review examines the rationale for increased study of the prenatal development of airway smooth muscle (ASM). With a critical role in asthma and airway remodelling, ASM has been extensively investigated. Nevertheless, there is a paucity of studies looking at prenatal ASM development and function. A working party report from the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute identified this issue and has recommended further investigation. The impetus for this call stems not only from an appreciation that childhood and adulthood disease may have their origins in fetal life, but also because recent studies indicate that prenatal ASM regulates lung development (via its phasic contractility and growth factor production). Moreover, recognition that phasic ASM contractility is the prenatal norm has raised interest in the idea that postnatal reactive airways disease may likewise be a periodic oscillatory phenomenon. Finally, bronchial thermoplasty represents an exciting new therapy for refractory asthma. However, the mechanism for its effects is unclear. Recent studies show that prenatal ASM contractility is governed by a hierarchy of pacemakers within proximal airways. If such a pacemaker arrangement persists postnatally, it is possible that bronchial thermoplasty achieves its distal airway effects via ablation of controlling proximal pacemaker centres. Hence, study of prenatal ASM may allow us not only to develop ways to stimulate prenatal lung growth, but also to understand and develop new therapies for reactive airways disease.

Airway smooth muscle (ASM) has memorably been described as “the appendix of the lung”.

WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT ASM DEVELOPMENT?

The human lung originates as a diverticulum from the primitive foregut at 3–4 weeks of gestation (approximately day 9.5 and 11 of murine and rat gestation, respectively). Aside from the different number of lobar branches between species, these early events and the signalling that governs them seem to be well conserved between humans and experimental animals. From studies of murine and rat lung development, it is clear that ASM development closely follows the emergence of the definitive lung bud. Taking alpha smooth muscle actin (SMA) as an early marker of ASM differentiation, SMA is present around the proximal airways by the equivalent of 5–6 weeks of human gestation. The origin of such ASM cells has been elucidated in several landmark studies by Schuger.
and recently by Mailleux et al. Schuger’s work neatly demonstrated that primitive lung mesenchymal cells retain a generic capacity to differentiate into ASM, and that this pathway of development is facilitated by not only key intercellular signalling (eg, laminin, Rho A) but also by critical changes in mesenchymal cell shape.13–15 In particular, it would appear that the ability of the mesenchymal cells to stretch over a surface is important in inducing ASM differentiation. This property is invoked to explain why mesenchymal cell contact with the epithelial basement membrane promotes ASM differentiation (and hence how ASM encircles the airways). Schuger’s work has also indicated that the degree of stretch within the developing lung helps determine the degree of ASM differentiation. To test this, she varied the intraluminal fluid content of lung explants using osmotically active dextran. As water is drawn to intraluminal dextran, lung fluid increases with greater stretch of the epithelial basement membrane and attached mesenchymal cells. Depending on the precise dextran concentration used, ASM differentiation increases in response. An opposite effect is noted when the dextran is placed extraluminally to reduce lung liquid-induced airway stretch.8 This key body of work has therefore demonstrated the critical importance of mechanical factors such as cell shape, spreading and stretch on ASM elaboration. Moreover, this places ASM cells in an ideal position not only to respond to but, indeed, to generate mechanical forces that can then influence lung growth. That mechanics have a key influence on prenatal lung development is demonstrated from a number of sources (reviewed by Harding and Hooper16):

- Fetal tracheostomy with drainage of lung liquid is associated with hypoplastic lung development.
- Fetal tracheal occlusion (either due to laryngeal atresia or fetal endotracheal balloon placement) is associated with lung distension and overgrowth.
- A fetal space-occupying lesion within the thorax (such as a balloon or surgically created diaphragmatic hernia) is associated with impaired lung development.
- Fetal phrenic nerve section to abolish rhythmic fetal breathing movements is also associated with lung hypoplasia.

At a cellular level, stretch is a well-recognised regulator of key gene expression and proliferation in pulmonary cells.8

In this context, the observation that ASM is not only synthetically but mechanically active from the early stages of lung development has been of increasing interest.15 Airway peristalsis (AP) is the spontaneous phasic propagation of waves of ASM contractility that have been observed in a number of species ranging from chicks to humans17–19 (see video example at http://ajcmb.atsjournals.org/content/vol52/issue2/images/data/118/DC1/Jesudason_Supplement_001.avi). AP appears in the first trimester and then increases in frequency towards birth.20–22 Although this activity was described more than 80 years ago, the purpose of such peristaltic waves has remained obscure. What is clear from our studies and those of others is that these phasic waves of contraction generate not only intraluminal fluid flux, but also periodic distension and relaxation of the end buds of the lung.3 Since growth is concentrated at these end buds and stretch critically modulates growth, AP is a good candidate regulator of prenatal pulmonary development. By alternately stimulating or inhibiting such contractility in cultured lung explants, we have shown that the frequency of such airway peristalsis appears to be coupled to lung growth.23 Moreover, alternately inhibiting or stimulating lung growth seems to have parallel effects on peristaltic frequency. Recent studies have also shown that fetal tracheal occlusion (an experimental therapy to rescue lung hypoplasia in CDH) is associated not only with a rise in intraluminal pulmonary pressures, but also the emergence of trifurcation rather than bifurcation within the airway.20 This again suggests that modulating intraluminal pressure by manipulation of peristaltic activity may have significant effects on the morphogenesis of end buds and hence lung development in general.

While Schuger has shown that early pulmonary mesenchymal cells have a generic capacity to differentiate into ASM, it is clear that not all such cells do so. Determining the identity and location of ASM progenitors has become possible through the studies of Mailleux et al.21 Indeed, the identification of ASM progenitor cells has been accompanied by significant excitement within the field because it has become clear that such precursor cells are responsible not only for elaboration of mechanically active ASM, but also for furnishing a key growth factor that is essential for respiratory organogenesis in species as diverse as Drosophila, mouse and human. Fibroblast growth factor-10 (FGF10) is required for both limb and lung morphogenesis in mice.22 FGF10−/− null mutants undergo no airway development beyond the carina. Similarly, the Drosophila homologues for FGF10 and its receptor (in mammals, FGFR2IIIb) have been named “branchless” and “breathless” due to the failure of tracheal morphogenesis in mutants lacking either.23 Using a serendipitously generated FGF10 Lac Z reporter mouse, Mailleux et al showed that production of essential FGF10 originated from the distal mesenchymal cells that surround the growing end buds of the lung.21 Having produced FGF10 (to drive growth), these mesenchymal cells then differentiate into parabronchial ASM. Hence, for a cell that has been described as “frustrated”, recent evidence suggests that ASM may have a critical role not only in the biomechanics of lung development (via AP), but also in its biochemical regulation (via FGF10 production).

In addition to the distal ASM progenitors identified by Mailleux et al, a recent study by Shan et al24 indicates that a subset of ASM cells originates from proximal lung mesenchyme. This subpopulation may have particular significance given that spontaneous ASM peristalsis appears to be preferentially generated from discrete pacemaker sites within the proximal airway.12 In particular, at early stages of development, most waves originate from the proximal right lung. This pacemaker area would seem to dominate the rest of the airway since other areas of the lung (eg, in the proximal left lung) exhibit faster escape rhythms when the right lung pacemaker is ablated.22 Moreover, the right lung pacemaker seems to be autonomous, given that when it is isolated from the rest of the airway its rhythm is unchanged. It should also be noted that these are non-neurgenic peristaltic waves that are unaffected by tetrodotoxin.3 This pacemaker hierarchy within the developing lung appears to change gradually during development; while AP waves originating in the right lung continue to predominate, those originating in the trachea subside as morphogenesis progresses.22 In experimental models of lung hypoplasia and CDH, both the calcium signalling that underpins AP and also the spatial organisation of the pacemaker hierarchy are abnormal.25–27 Again this work suggests that lung growth and ASM activity (in this case, the spatial orientation of ASM pacemakers) are interrelated. Moreover, if a pacemaker hierarchy is preserved in postnatal lung, we may have a novel explanation for the beneficial effects of bronchial thermoplasty.3

The latter will be discussed in greater detail below.
Beyond the mechanical effects achieved by rhythmic ASM contractility, it has been suggested that ASM peristalsis regulates lung liquid production. Lung fluid secretion before birth is essential for normal pulmonary growth and is thought to occur via epithelial chloride secretion. ASM may provide pulses of chloride to the adjacent epithelium for lung liquid formation: each wave of prenatal AP is preceded by a spontaneous propagating calcium wave. Such calcium waves may provoke calcium-activated chloride channels to allow chloride efflux. If such chloride efflux is used by the adjacent epithelium, each intercellular wave of ASM calcium activation generates a pulse of chloride efflux that drives lung liquid secretion (fig 1).

In the next section the translational aspects of this latest research will be discussed along with proposed mechanisms whereby ASM can regulate prenatal lung growth. Finally, the impact of such understanding on postnatal lung disease will be examined.

**TRANSLATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ARISING FROM NOVEL INSIGHTS INTO ASM DEVELOPMENT**

As previously mentioned, there is growing interest in the early origins of both childhood and adult disease. Perhaps most researched in the cardiovascular system, it is clear that respiratory health may also have many of its determinants in early life. Recent experimental evidence indicates that ASM and its progenitors regulate not only critical growth factor signalling, but also modulate biomechanics that are central to pulmonary growth. Moreover, if ASM peristalsis regulates prenatal lung development, then we have demonstrated that calcium waves regulate lung morphogenesis.

**Preventilation and the polyPLUG: alternatives to fetal tracheal occlusion for CDH**

CDH is a birth defect that is almost as common as cystic fibrosis. It comprises intrathoracic herniation of abdominal viscera, lung hypoplasia and pulmonary hypertension. Together these result in respiratory failure that is chiefly responsible for the mortality rate of approximately 40%. Such has been the difficulty in treating these newborns that fetal surgical approaches have been developed to try to rescue hypoplastic lung growth prenatally. Based on the observation that congenital laryngeal atresia is associated with huge hyperplastic lungs, fetal tracheal occlusion (by tracheal clipping and later fetoscopic endotracheal balloon placement) has been trialled as a therapy for lung hypoplasia in CDH. However, despite success in animal models, fetal tracheal occlusion (known as the PLUG: Plug the Lung Until it Grows) has yet to show conclusive benefit in humans. In part this may be due to difficulty in accurately identifying those cases of fetal CDH that would benefit from such intervention. However, failure to show benefit may also be due to the type of tracheal occlusion employed; animal studies have suggested that periodic ‘on and off’ PLUG may be better than the one-off ‘static’ tracheal occlusion currently in human practice. Extending this idea further, it is conceivable that replacing the static PLUG with a dynamic alternative (eg, a pulsatile balloon like an aortic balloon pump that generates a degree of ‘preventilation’) may preserve and/or mimic the oscillatory mechanics (fetal breathing and AP) that characterise normal lung growth (fig 2). Given the fractal-like nature of the airways, an alternative possibility is that hypoplastic lung growth may be rescued by multiple transient occlusions of the medium and smaller airways rather than...
depending on tracheal occlusion. Just as hyperplastic lungs in congenital laryngeal atresia illustrated the therapeutic potential of the PLUG, the hyperinflated lungs of patients with chronic asthma show that ASM behaviour alters lung morphology and supports the concept that prenatal bronchospasm may even be a means of augmenting prenatal lung growth (the polyPLUG hypothesis).11

**Pacemaker Ablation by THERmoplasty (PATH) hypothesis**

The potential translational benefits of such new insights into ASM development may be greater still for postnatal lung disease. For example, bronchial thermoplasty is a promising new therapy for refractory asthma.2 Aiming to reduce ASM mass (with minimal epithelial injury and scarring), thermal energy from a radiofrequency source is delivered to the airways bronchoscopically. However, it has remained a puzzle how a therapy that is deployed to large and medium-sized airways can effectively modulate a disease thought to involve the small to medium-sized airways. This apparent paradox may be resolved if postnatal ASM contractility is governed by a hierarchy of proximal pulmonary pacemakers that are similar to those already demonstrated within developing lung.12 25 Hence, thermoplasty would have its effect by ablating the dominant proximal pacemakers with consequent downstream effects on subordinate centres (fig 3). If this is the case, it holds the possibility that thermoplasty may be replaceable by an alternative means to target proximal airway pacemakers and thereby control the activation and/or quiescence of distal ASM. For instance, Shan et al.24 suggest that a subset of ASM progenitors arises proximally; we can postulate that this proximally-derived ASM subpopulation plays a key role in the observed pacemaking of proximal ASM (and that targeting them modulates airway reactivity). Comparison has been made with the way in which vagotomy (to reduce gastric acid secretion) was replaced by H2 antagonists and proton pump inhibitors.33 By analogy, if thermoplasty works by ablating proximal pacemakers, and if such pacemaker areas and/or cells can be specifically targeted, then we may similarly replace interventional procedures with pharmaceutical therapy.

**Postnatal REversion to Prenatal Phenotype (PRePP) hypothesis and airway homeokinesis**

Traditionally, it has been thought that prenatal ASM contractility is phasic while postnatal ASM is tonic. Nevertheless, the possibility remains that, in fact, asthma is a more phasic and oscillatory disease with essentially a postnatal reversion to prenatal phenotype (PRePP hypothesis) occurring in patients with asthma. Similarly, the postnatal airway has already been suggested to undergo rapid and continuous ASM-led reconfigurations that are maintained within tolerable limits in normal people (“homeokinetics”); such rapid reconfigurations appear to be exaggerated in people with asthma.34 Hence, asthma may be seen either as an abnormal return to phasic ASM contractility (albeit over longer oscillatory periods than in the prenatal lung) or as an aberration of postnatal ASM contractility whose normal oscillatory nature has been largely overlooked. Significant hindrance in evaluating these possibilities arises because explanted postnatal ASM appears always to require some form of stimulation to induce contraction (at least in the timescales that are feasible within the laboratory setting). Hence, prenatal ASM affords the unique opportunity to examine spontaneous contractility with potential bearing on ASM homeokinesis and postnatal airway configuration.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Further investigation of ASM development before birth has been requested by the NHLBI.4 In this review we have examined the current knowledge on the development of ASM and explored the latest research findings that shed new light on both ASM development and function. Given that AP increases in frequency through gestation, the development of techniques to measure prenatal peristalsis in vivo may allow a novel test for lung maturity. Greater understanding of lung development may also permit the putative role of the fetal lung in the timing of parturition to be elucidated.11 Finally, given the resemblance between ASM and lymphangioleiomyomatosis cells and the contention that the latter may result from fetomaternal microchimerism, study of prenatal ASM may afford new insights into this rare but fascinating disease.35 New discoveries in the field of ASM development may therefore have the capacity to transform the screening for, and treatment of, a number of prenatal and postnatal lung diseases. In particular, identification of a postnatal airway pacemaker hierarchy that can be targeted selectively to treat asthma remains a tantalising possibility.
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**Figure 3** Pacemaker Ablation by THERmoplasty (PATH) hypothesis. The apparent benefits of bronchial thermoplasty may be difficult to explain, given that the therapy targets larger airways while asthma is conventionally considered a disease of small and medium-sized airways. A pacemaker hierarchy governs prenatal ASM contractility and is concentrated in the proximal airways. The shaded stars show the early prenatal location of the pacemaker areas. The size of each star approximately represents the frequency of airway peristalsis waves emanating from that site; this therefore illustrates the observed dominance of the right lung in the generation of prenatal airway contractions. Should such proximal pacemakers persist postnatally and similarly regulate distal airway contractility, then their ablation by thermoplasty (represented by the “blast” symbol) may help to explain its effects on the small to medium-sized airways.
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